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+61382026868 - https://eastwoodpizzaonline.com.au/order-now

A comprehensive menu of Eastwood Pizza from Kilsyth covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Eastwood Pizza:
Best pizza thus far in the area since pizza pig out. Had classic meat lovers, not over sauced, good ham! Fair

price, ready on time, friendly service. Only neg dough could have been in the oven a tad longer...but otherwise
offically our new go to! read more. In nice weather you can even have something in the outdoor area, And into
the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about

Eastwood Pizza:
service was good, I came 5 minutes early to get my food and it was ready. Garlic bread was not bad, but similar
to red rooster. the reason for my two star review was the bolognese pasta, which was not at all to my taste. there

was barely meat in it and the sauce was sooo thick and tomato eye actually tasted it as if they had just
concentrated tomato paste used for the whole thing. the other critiken seem to show the... read more. In

Eastwood Pizza, a place with Italian dishes from Kilsyth, you can expect typical Italian cuisine, including classics
like pizza and pasta, fine vegetarian meals are also on the menu available. Menus are usually prepared in a

short time for you and brought to the table, Don't miss the chance to eat the crispy and crunchy pizza, prepared
straight out from the oven in an original way.
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Snack�
BRUSCHETTA

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Desser�
MARS

DONUT

DONUTS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PIZZA

BREAD

PASTA

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

PRAWNS

CHOCOLATE

ACEITUNAS

HAM

GARLIC

MEAT
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